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Abstract

Several investigations have recently reported the combined use of pulsed field gradient (PFG) with magic angle spinning (MAS) for
the analysis of molecular mobility in heterogeneous materials. In contrast, little attention has been devoted so far to delimiting the role of
the extra force field induced by sample rotation on the significance and reliability of self-diffusivity measurements. The main purpose of
this work is to examine this phenomenon by focusing on pure liquids for which its impact is expected to be largest. Specifically, we show
that self-diffusion coefficients can be accurately determined by PFG MAS NMR diffusion measurements in liquids, provided that specific
experimental conditions are met. First, the methodology to estimate the gradient uniformity and to properly calibrate its absolute
strength is briefly reviewed and applied on a MAS probe equipped with a gradient coil aligned along the rotor spinning axis, the so-called
‘magic angle gradient’ coil. Second, the influence of MAS on the outcome of PFG MAS diffusion measurements in liquids is investigated
for two distinct typical rotors of different active volumes, 12 and 50 lL. While the latter rotor led to totally unreliable results, especially
for low viscosity compounds, the former allowed for the determination of accurate self-diffusion coefficients both for fast and slowly
diffusing species. Potential implications of this work are the possibility to measure accurate self-diffusion coefficients of sample-limited
mixtures or to avoid radiation damping interferences in NMR diffusion measurements. Overall, the outlined methodology should be of
interest to anyone who strives to improve the reliability of MAS diffusion studies, both in homogeneous and heterogeneous media.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Diffusion nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectros-
copy is nowadays a well established technique for charac-
terizing the structure and dynamics of all kinds of
physicochemical systems. Typically, this technique relies
on pulsed field gradients (PFG) to label the spatial position
of the nuclear spins and infer the molecular diffusion coef-
ficient from their translational displacement over a given
time period [1].
1090-7807/$ - see front matter � 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In this context, pulsed gradient spin echo (PGSE) [2]
and, more recently, diffusion ordered NMR spectroscopy
(DOSY) [3], have become invaluable tools to investigate
molecular organization and phase structure [4,5], polymer
chain dynamics [6], porous media [7], and to measure ther-
modynamic binding constants [8] and exchange processes
rates [9].

High resolution magic angle spinning (HR MAS) com-
bines high resolution NMR experiments, typically bor-
rowed from liquid state NMR, with magic angle spinning
used for reducing both residual dipolar and susceptibility
broadenings. In other words, this technique is perfectly
adapted to the study of viscous or gel-like samples, the
so-called semi-solid class of samples, and has generated a
large variety of applications [10,11].
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Further improvement in HR MAS studies has been
achieved with the introduction of gradient enhanced
NMR spectroscopy after the successful implementation
by Maas et al. [12] of a gradient coil in a HR MAS probe.
In fact, because sample spinning introduces additional
modulations (e.g. B1 and Q modulations), suppression of
t1 noise in two-dimensional correlation experiments is even
more important in HR MAS than in the liquid state. In the
implementation proposed by Maas et al. [12], the magnetic
field gradient coil is aligned along the spinner axis, in order
to avoid rotational averaging of the magnetic field gradient
and ensure that a rotating, non-diffusing spin
packet always experiences the same gradient strength.
Because the spinner axis is by definition oriented along
the magic angle in HR MAS, this specific gradient coil con-
figuration is usually referred to as ‘magic angle gradient’.
Note in passing that the ‘magic angle gradient’ is a static
field gradient. Alternatively, radiofrequency field B1 gradi-
ents can also be used, as recently evidenced by Malveau
et al. [13].

In addition to improving the spectral quality in multi-
dimensional MAS experiments [14], the introduction of a
magic gradient coil in HR MAS probes has allowed PFG
experiments to be efficiently performed on semi-solid sam-
ples. Many applications have been reported, from the
design of novel diffusion-edited pulses sequences [15,16],
to the investigation of diffusional processes in semi-solid
samples, such as biological tissues [17], human cells [18–
20], liposomes [21], membranes [22,23], liquid crystals
[24], and foods [25].

In the mean time, this gradient technology was also
adapted to solid state MAS probes and used for selecting
coherence pathways or suppressing unwanted NMR sig-
nals in solid state MAS experiments [26,27]. However,
investigations of diffusional processes in the solid state
have been rather limited so far, mainly because standard
MAS probes do not afford sufficiently high gradient
strengths to achieve meaningful results in PFG studies of
slowly diffusing species. To overcome this difficulty, Pam-
pel et al. have advantageously combined a MAS probe with
a microimaging gradient system that offers, with respect to
conventional MAS probes, a 10-fold increase in gradient
strength [28]. Applications of this new technical develop-
ment seem promising, especially for the investigation of
multi-component diffusion in zeolites [29].

Interestingly, while diffusion coefficients are now rou-
tinely measured in MAS studies of heterogeneous media,
at least for semi-solid samples, the possibility to measure
by PFG MAS the self-diffusion coefficients of pure liquids
and solutions has been scarcely addressed in the literature
so far. To the best of our knowledge, the sole published
report is the recent study by Bradley et al. [30]. In particu-
lar, these authors investigated the possibility to record
DOSY spectra on sample-limited mixtures by using three
distinct types of probes (e.g. conventional, cold, and nano
probes). They showed that, in their experimental setup, the
nano probe performed worse than the cold one. This was
explained by the presence in the nano probe of an addi-
tional flow due to vortexing caused by sample spinning,
which led to erratic signal intensities. Because these errors
could be suppressed somehow by extensive signal averag-
ing, a rather typical practice for sample-limited studies,
their conclusion was that DOSY maps of acceptable qual-
ity could be obtained for these systems as long as purely
qualitative results were sought.

Still, the possibility to achieve quantitative diffusion
coefficients in PFG MAS experiments is of interest for at
least two reasons. First, it remains so far the only available
opportunity for investigating the diffusional behaviour of
samples present in very little amount, although a promising
and totally original alternative has been very recently
evoked by Maguire et al. [31]. Second, because MAS can
efficiently remove dipolar field effects observed in liquids
[32], MAS diffusion studies offer a nice option to avoid
complications caused by radiation damping in NMR diffu-
sion measurements of pure liquids or concentrated mix-
tures on modern high field instruments [33,34].

In this work, we emphasize the experimental conditions
required to achieve accurate measurements of self-diffusion
coefficients in PFG MAS diffusion studies of liquids. Over-
all, we believe that the outlined methodology will be of
interest to anyone who strives to improve the reliability
of PFG MAS diffusion studies both in homogeneous and
heterogeneous media. As a matter of fact, this specific
investigation was originally initiated in the framework of
our ongoing research project on MAS diffusion studies in
heterogeneous media involving chromatographic station-
ary phases [35–37], within which we have been inquiring
on the accuracy and precision of self-diffusion measure-
ments performed by PFG MAS.

Specifically, after listing all relevant experimental details
in Section 2, we review and apply in Section 3 the required
methodology to check the uniformity and calibrate the
strength of the gradient coil. Finally, Section 4 illustrates
the influence of MAS on the outcome of PFG MAS diffu-
sion measurements performed in liquids, for two distinct
standard rotors of different active volumes (12 and
50 lL). The results show that, with appropriate experimen-
tal settings, accurate self-diffusion coefficients can be
obtained by PFG MAS experiments, both for fast and
slowly diffusing species.

2. Experimental

2.1. Samples and materials

For the gradient calibrations, two samples were used: a
home-made H2O/D2O (50/50, v/v) sample doped with
CuSO4, and a 99.9% D2O sample. Except for water, which
was purified by using a microporous filtration system (Mil-
lipore S.A.), all non deuterated solvents used in this study
were high purity solvents (HPLC grade) purchased from
Sigma–Aldrich, whereas the deuterated solvents were from
Eurisotop. The poly(ethylene oxide) sample (Mw 116 kDa)
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was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. All chemicals were
used as received.

All experiments were recorded using 4 mm o. d. Zirconia
rotors sealed with Kel-f caps and equipped (or not) with
PTFE inserts (CortecNet). These rotors allowed for com-
plete air removal during sample preparation. Three distinct
rotors were used: a 100 lL rotor for the gradient profile
experiment, and a 12 and 50 lL rotors for diffusion mea-
surements. Finally, a rotor prototype [38] was used to cal-
ibrate the absolute value of the gradient strength.

2.2. NMR

All NMR experiments were performed on a BRUKER
Avance 400 spectrometer operating at 400.13 MHz for
the 1H Larmor frequency with a BRUKER 4 mm 1H/13C
HR MAS probe equipped with a 2H lock channel and a
magic angle gradient coil. Temperature control was
ensured by controlling the bearing gas temperature with a
BCU05 and BVT3300 unit from BRUKER.

NMR diffusion measurements were performed using the
pulse sequence proposed by Wu et al. [39], based on the
stimulated echo, which incorporates bipolar gradient
pulses and a Longitudinal Eddy current Delay (LED).
Here, two negative spoiler gradients (2 ms duration at
about 20% of the maximum gradient strength) were also
applied during the z storage periods. In all experiments,
sine gradient pulses were used and the LED was held con-
stant at 5 ms.

Typically, all delays were kept constant to avoid compli-
cation arising from magnetic relaxation, and only the gra-
dient strength was varied. Specifically, the gradient
strength was quadratically incremented in 16 steps from
6% to 95% of its maximum value, and 16 transients were
accumulated for each gradient value. For a given diffusion
time, the gradient pulse durations were optimized to
achieve at the largest gradient amplitude a decrease in the
resonance intensity higher than 95%. Although the diffu-
sion experiments performed on the non deuterated solvents
were recorded without lock, this was not a problem consid-
ering the relatively short duration of the experiments
(�25 min).

After Fourier transformation and phase correction, the
baseline of the spectra was carefully adjusted. The data
were analyzed as reported in [4] by plotting the signal inten-
sities (areas) as a function of the gradient strength and fit-
ting the resulting PFG decays to the appropriate Stejskal–
Tanner equation [39] with a nonlinear least-squares fit
based on the standard Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
(implemented on the Sigmaplot 8.0 software from SPSS,
Inc.). Only single exponential fits were performed.

3. Temperature and gradient coil calibrations

To achieve accurate diffusion measurements, a whole
series of preliminary calibrations is required. In this con-
text, extensive literature is available and, for recent reviews,
the interested reader is referred for instance to references
[40–43]. The next three sections apply some of the concepts
outlined in these works, focusing especially on the specific
application of PFG MAS studies.

3.1. Temperature calibration

As a prerequisite, any diffusion study requires proper
control and assessment of sample temperature. Tempera-
ture calibration of a HR MAS probe within the 280–
310 K range has already been reported in the literature
[44], and these authors showed that, for a given tempera-
ture setting, increasing the spinning rate from 2 to 8 kHz
led to an increase in sample temperature of about 8 K.
Additional heating may occur in samples with high electri-
cal conductivity. The practical implication of this for diffu-
sion measurements is that temperature should be assessed
as a function of the spinning rate. Accordingly, although
the working temperature was always set to 298 K in this
study (unless otherwise stated), the actual sample tempera-
ture was systematically verified by analyzing neat metha-
nol, used as a NMR thermometer [45], under the same
experimental conditions (rotor type and spinning rate).

Interestingly, note that the issue of possible temperature
gradients at the sample in HR MAS has been rather over-
looked in the literature so far [30,46], although this specific
matter should be of relevance in the investigation of heter-
ogeneous systems and semi-solid samples. In fact, temper-
ature gradients are known to form in solid state MAS
NMR [47]. However, in the present study, this issue can
be safely ignored mainly because all measurements were
performed at room temperature on rather small active vol-
ume samples with spinning rates higher than 2 kHz that
imply the use of large bearing gas flows (more than
30 L min�1). All together, these combined features pre-
clude the formation of significant temperature gradients.

3.2. Gradient coil uniformity

To evaluate the gradient uniformity [48], we used the pulse
sequence proposed by Hurd et al. [49]. It consists of a simple
Hahn echo in which the central 180 pulse is flanked by two
gradient pulses (g) and the echo is acquired in the presence
of another gradient (ga). This sequence was applied to a
100 lL rotor containing a H2O/D2O (50/50, v/v) sample
doped with CuSO4 to generate a magnetization profile over
the length of the rotor. This rotor was chosen to sample
the whole length of the coil. At this stage, no sample spinning
was applied. Results are shown in Fig. 1a.

With weak gradients surrounding the 180 refocusing
pulse, the profile (straight line) is a crude measure of B1

homogeneity along the length of the coil [38]. However,
with a strong gradient pair, the profile (dotted line)
becomes heavily diffusion weighted.

By assuming constant temperature and unrestricted dif-
fusion, which is not unreasonable for the analysis of a non
spinning liquid, the spatial dependence of the gradient



Fig. 1. (a) Images of a non spinning 100 lL rotor filled with H2O/D2O
(50/50, v/v) sample doped with CuSO4 obtained on a HR MAS probe
equipped with a magic angle gradient with the pulse sequence described by
Hurd et al. [49] for two distinct values of the maximum gradient strength
g, namely 6% and 50% for the straight and dotted lines, respectively. In
both cases, the diffusion delay D and the gradient pulse duration d were set
to 40 and 2 ms, respectively, and the acquisition gradient ga was 5% of the
maximum gradient strength. The frequency spectrum is arbitrarily
referenced by setting the frequency of the image point characterized by
the highest intensity to zero. (b) Corresponding zMAS profile of the magic
angle gradient calculated according to Eq. (1).
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strength along the magic angle axis, the so-called zMAS gra-
dient profile, can be determined by rewriting the Stejskal–
Tanner equation according to

g ¼ 1

cd
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D� D� d

3

� �q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln

I
I0

� �s
ð1Þ

where c is the magnetogyric ratio, d is the gradient pulse
duration, D is the diffusion time, I0 and I are the intensity
of the NMR signal at low and high gradient strength,
respectively, and D is the diffusion coefficient of the ana-
lyzed molecular species. Basically, all experimental param-
eters are known except for D. However, because it simply
enters as a scale factor, its true value is unimportant for
the determination of the gradient profile. The only impor-
tant point is that it does not vary along the rotor axis,
which is unexpected as long as the temperature is uniform.
Fig. 1b shows the corresponding zMAS profile. This profile
is relatively flat within the ±6 kHz region but presents
otherwise large distortions. These are merely due to exper-
imental artefacts, as will be evidenced in the following
section.

3.3. Gradient coil strength

Two main methods are available to calibrate the gradi-
ent strength, which can be defined as absolute or relative.
We successively present the results obtained by both
methods.

3.3.1. Absolute gradient calibration

First, we used the conventional method for measuring
the absolute value of the gradient coil constant by record-
ing the image of a phantom of precisely known thickness.
To do so, we used a recently introduced rotor design which
allowed us to modify the volume of the rotor by placing
inside discs of 1 mm thickness, hereafter referred to as
spacers [38]. Specifically, we recorded the image of this
rotor filled with the previous H2O/D2O sample by using
successively 3, 4, and 5 spacers. This allowed us to be in
the middle of the sample volume of the rotor, where the
B1 field and the gradient are most homogeneous. Results
are shown in Fig. 2a. From these spectra, the absolute
value of the gradient coil constant could be calculated
according to

Dm
e
¼ c

2p
� ga � IMAX � Gcoil ð2Þ

where Dm represents the width (Hz) of the phantom image
of thickness e (cm) recorded in the presence of a magnetic
field gradient of strength ga (expressed in % of the maxi-
mum gradient strength), c is the 1H magnetogyric ratio
(26.751 · 103 rad Hz G�1), IMAX is the maximum current
intensity (A) that the gradient amplifier can deliver, and
Gcoil is the gradient coil constant (G cm�1 A�1).

In our case, with a 10 A gradient pulse amplifier, a 5%
acquisition gradient strength (ga) experimentally yielded a
frequency width (Dm) of 1290 ± 10 Hz, which in turn gave
us a gradient coil constant of

Gcoil ¼ 6:05� 0:05 G cm�1 A�1 ð3Þ

Finally, by combining all these data, the profile of the
gradient coil constant as a function of the position inside
the rotor could be obtained, as shown in Fig. 2b. In estab-
lishing this profile, only the regions corresponding to a B1

field greater than 4% of its maximum value were considered
to avoid artifacts due to the non linear response of the pro-
files at the rotor edges [49].

As can be seen in Fig. 2b, the gradient is almost perfectly
uniform, both when using a 12 and 50 lL rotor volumes. In
other words, recording diffusion experiments on HR MAS
probes avoids experimental artifacts caused by gradient
poor uniformity (typically evidenced by non linear PFG



Fig. 2. (a) Images of a non spinning H2O/D2O (50/50, v/v) sample doped
with CuSO4 obtained as in Fig. 1 with an acquisition gradient strength ga

of 5% for a 100 lL non spinning rotor prototype containing 3 (dashed
line), 4 (straight line), and 5 (dot-dashed line) slices of 1 mm thickness
(spacers). For comparison the full rotor profile is also reported (dotted
line). The frequency axis is referenced as in Fig. 1. (b) Variation of the
magic gradient coil constant as a function of the rotor position. Intensities
were truncated at 4% of the B1 field to avoid spurious artifacts due to the
non-linearity of the profiles at the edges. As an indication, the sample
volumes corresponding to the 12 lL (dashed line) and 50 lL (straight line)
rotor volumes are indicated.

Table 1
a
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decays), and hence represents an interesting alternative to
other setups designed to avoid these artifacts such as, for
instance, post processing corrections [48], Shigemi tubes
[50], or slice selective experiments [51].
Self-diffusion coefficients measured at 298 K for a distilled water sample
and a 99.9% D2O sampleb on a HR MAS probe without sample spinning
for a 12 and 50 lL rotor

Reference Rotor (lL) D (ms) d/2 (ms) Dall (· 10�9 m2 s�1)

HOHa 12 20 1.6 2.30 ± 0.04
80 0.8 2.30 ± 0.04

50 20 1.6 2.32 ± 0.04
80 0.8 2.30 ± 0.04

HODb 12 20 1.6 1.93 ± 0.03
80 0.8 1.95 ± 0.03

50 20 1.6 1.94 ± 0.03
80 0.8 1.90 ± 0.03

Dall was estimated using the Gcoil value given in Eq. (3).
3.3.2. Relative gradient calibration

The absolute gradient calibration method is very useful
when nothing is known about the strength of the gradient
coil. However, its precision critically relies on the precision
of the phantom thickness, a point that has been purposely
ignored in the previous section as a first approximation. In
fact, a change in disc thickness of ±0.01 cm would imply a
change in the gradient coil constant of ±0.6 G cm�1 A�1,
which would roughly lead, for the same signal decay, to a
±20% change in the diffusion coefficient value. Here, how-
ever, such problem is not expected because of the high pre-
cision of the discs used.

In any case, a typical method for checking the accuracy
of the previously established calibration consists of mea-
suring the diffusion coefficient of a substance of known dif-
fusivity. Conventionally used references are distilled water
or 99.9% deuterated water [40]. Accordingly, both refer-
ences were analyzed here and two distinct rotors were used:
12 and 50 lL. For each measurement, two distinct D values
were chosen (20 and 80 ms), and the durations of the gra-
dient pulses (d/2) were optimized in order to obtain in both
cases roughly the same residual intensity at the maximum
gradient strength (lower than 5%). All the results are
reported in Table 1. These were achieved by using the value
of the gradient coil constant (Gcoil) calibrated in the previ-
ous section.

Importantly, in all cases, no sample spinning was
applied and both the bearing and drive gases were turned
off. In other words, the sample temperature could not be
actively controlled and was actually regulated by the air
conditioning system of the laboratory room [52]. The
absence of active temperature control for NMR diffusion
measurements performed at room temperature has already
been reported before [53]. As a matter of fact, for room
temperature measurements, it represents an efficient option
for avoiding temperature gradients caused by the use of
typical variable temperature (VT) units for liquid state
NMR experiments recorded on standard 5 mm tubes [54].
However, in this specific experimental configuration, our
temperature control was far from optimal, as will be evi-
denced later.

Table 1 shows that, by using the absolute value of the
gradient coil constant given by Eq. (3), accurate D mea-
surements were obtained for both references. Overall, aver-
age values of 2.30 ± 0.04 and 1.92 ± 0.03 (10�9 m2 s�1)
were obtained for H2O and HOD, respectively, which
agreed well with literature data (2.30 and 1.90, from refer-
ence [55]). This implies that the calibration reported in the
previous section is accurate, especially when considering
the precision of our temperature control (±2%) in this par-
ticular experimental setup (i.e., without sample spinning).
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Furthermore, according to Antalek [41], the diffusion
coefficients were also evaluated by only considering the first
five points (Dfirst five) and the last five points (Dlast five) of
the corresponding PFG decays, and the values were com-
pared with those obtained by analyzing the full decay
(Dall). This is especially convenient to detect curvature in
PFG decays caused by non ideal gradient uniformity.
While no difference was observed between Dall and
Dfirst five, Dlast five was systematically found to be about
4% larger than the average Dall value. Considering the high
gradient coil uniformity evidenced in Fig. 2b, this deviation
is most probably due to sample heating caused by the gra-
dient pulses. In fact, without active temperature control,
the last and strongest gradient pulses may slightly heat
the sample, and temperature gradients may appear. These
are usually detected by a downward curvature in the
PFG signal decay at highest gradient strength [41], which
is what we actually observed for the experiments performed
in these conditions on the non spinning samples.

Finally, another use of the relative calibration method is
to account for the eddy current field [56]. Here the values
obtained by the absolute and relative methods were very
close, which implies that, under these experimental condi-
tions, eddy currents were negligible, which is rather typical
for bipolar gradient pulses of limited strength.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Influence of MAS on diffusion measurements

To address the influence of MAS on the outcome of
PFG MAS diffusion measurements performed in liquids,
we first analyzed the diffusion coefficient of two relatively
fast diffusing species exhibiting different viscosities, namely
water and acetonitrile (1.00 and 0.37 cP at 293 K), as a
function of the spinning rate (from 2 to 8 kHz), both for
a 12 and 50 lL rotor volume. This range of spinning rates
was selected because it corresponded to typically employed
values and allowed, on our system, for stable sample rota-
tions (±3 Hz).

In all cases, although the temperature was set to 25 �C,
the true sample temperature was verified for each spinning
rate and each rotor [44]. Because the temperature depen-
dence of the self-diffusion coefficients of these two com-
pounds is known [57,58], their measured D values were
then corrected in accordance with the true sample temper-
ature. The results are reported in Fig. 3. Specifically, this
figure shows the evolution of the ratio of the measured
self-diffusion coefficient (Dmeas) to the self-diffusion coeffi-
cient value expected at this temperature (D(T)), as a func-
tion of the spinning rate. Clearly, very different trends are
observed for the 12 and 50 lL rotors.

For 12 lL, the spinning rate did not influence the out-
come of the PFG measurements performed on water (in
agreement with literature data [21]) but slightly modified
the results obtained on acetonitrile, especially for the 2
and 8 kHz spinning rates for which very large deviations
were observed. Overall, optimal results (deviations lower
than ±2%) could be achieved for both substances as long
as the spinning rate was included between 3 and 6 kHz.
In other words, for the 12 lL rotor, the change in the
self-diffusion coefficient value was mostly in agreement
with the temperature increase caused by sample spinning.

In contrast, for the 50 lL rotor, all measurements were
either simply overestimated or totally unreliable. For
water, the observed deviation increased with the spinning
rate whereas, for acetonitrile, totally unreliable results were
obtained. Interestingly, the distinct behaviours observed
for water and acetonitrile for both rotors suggested that
the physicochemical properties of the analyzed samples
may play a role.

Moreover, comparison of the PFG decays obtained for
both solvents with both rotors showed that, in contrast to
the 12 lL rotor, for which satisfactory linear decay curves
were obtained, the decays obtained with the 50 lL rotor
were clearly not linear, as illustrated in Fig. 4 for acetoni-
trile at 4 kHz in a 12 and 50 lL rotor. Because pure mono-
exponential decays were obviously expected in this case,
the observation of an additional faster decaying compo-
nent for the 50 lL rotor indicated the presence of experi-
mental artefacts, which typically lead to enhanced
apparent diffusion rates due to excessive and artificial echo
attenuation [59], although the opposite trend may also be
observed [53]. Thus, because all decays obtained in this
work were processed with single exponential fits for consis-
tency, these experimental interferences explained why the
corresponding D measurements in the 50 lL rotor were
systematically overestimated.

As already mentioned, when performing DOSY exper-
iments in liquids on a nano probe at 2.2 kHz with a
slightly lower active volume (40 lL), Bradley et al. [30]
observed the presence of a flow, which they attributed
to sample turbulences inside the rotor caused by vortexing
due to sample spinning. Clearly, considering the range of
spinning rates used in this study, these turbulences are
most likely to appear easily in large volume rotors and
for low viscosity samples. This may explain why, for
low spinning rates, D measurements performed with a
50 lL rotor in water are somehow more reliable than
those achieved in acetonitrile, the former being more vis-
cous than the latter.

Another possible explanation for these interferences
could be that sample spinning causes in some cases
mechanical vibrations [60] that perturb the diffusion mea-
surements. Also, note that the geometries of the rotors used
in this study were slightly different, the 12 and 50 lL active
volumes being spherical and (rather) cylindrical, respec-
tively. In other words, to better ascertain this point, further
measurements are required, based in particular on the use
of different types of rotors (and inserts) [60] as well as sol-
vents exhibiting distinct physical properties (viscosity, den-
sity, etc.).

Therefore, in order to achieve accurate diffusion mea-
surements, a small active volume rotor (here 12 lL) and



Fig. 3. Evolution as a function of the spinning rate of the ratio of the self-diffusion coefficient value measured by PFG MAS (Dmeas) to the self-diffusion
coefficient value expected at the corresponding temperature (D(T)) for distilled water (a and b) and acetonitrile (c and d), obtained for a 12 lL rotor (a and
c) and a 50 lL rotor (b and d). In all cases the diffusion time D was 80 ms whereas the gradient pulse duration d/2 were 0.8 and 0.6 ms for water and
acetonitrile, respectively.
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a properly selected spinning rate should be used. This
implies that the relative method for calibrating the gradient
strength, based on the measurement of the D coefficient for
a substance of known diffusivity, should be cautiously
employed on a MAS probe in case of sample spinning,
since wrong D measurements will clearly lead to wrong
estimates of the gradient coil constant. These conclusions
obviously apply for measurements performed in liquids.
Indeed, when analyzing heterogeneous media, such as
semi-solid samples or mixtures of liquid and solid samples,
these previously mentioned interferences are most probably
absent.

4.2. PFG MAS diffusion measurements

At this point, by using the experimental conditions
described in the previous section, we determined the self-
diffusion coefficients both of fast and slowly diffusing
species.

On one hand, as fast diffusing components, we analyzed
by PFG MAS a set of standard solvents exhibiting different
viscosities, and for which recent high quality NMR self-dif-
fusion data has been published in the literature [50].

According to Fig. 3, we worked with a 12 lL rotor,
using a spinning rate of 4 kHz that is usually sufficient to
avoid the presence of perturbing spinning side bands in
the 400 MHz 1H spectrum. The diffusion time D was sys-
tematically set to 80 ms and the gradient pulses were opti-
mized for each solvent (d/2 varied between 0.6 and 1.0 ms).
The results are reported in Table 2. To estimate the relative
accuracy of these PFG MAS measurements, we also
reported for each solvent (when available) the range of dif-
fusion data obtained both by NMR and other methods, as
given in reference [50], by considering the minimum and
maximum D values reported in the above mentioned refer-
ence. As can be seen in Table 2, a satisfactory agreement is
achieved between the PFG MAS self-diffusion data and
those commonly found in the literature.

On the other hand, we checked whether self-diffusion
coefficients could be accurately measured for more slowly
diffusing species. Table 2 shows that the results obtained
by PFG MAS at 4 kHz for DMSO, formamide and octanol,



Fig. 4. PFG MAS signal decays obtained at 298 K on a HR MAS probe
at 4 kHz for acetonitrile with a (a) 12 lL and (b) 50 lL rotor. The
diffusion time and gradient pulse duration were 80 and 0.6 ms, respec-
tively. The residuals are expressed as the difference between the experi-
mental and adjusted data points, given in % with respect to the adjusted
points.

Table 2
Self-diffusion coefficients (10�9 m2 s�1) obtained at 298 K for a few
selected compounds on a HR MAS probe with a 12 lL rotor and a
spinning rate of 4 kHz

Compound DMAS DNMR
a Dother methods

a

Acetone 4.53 4.57b —
Acetonitrile 4.18 4.29–4.39 4.34–5.4
Benzene 2.18 2.1–2.26 2.13–2.27
Chloroform 2.45 2.33–2.83 2.42
Cyclohexane 1.45 1.42–1.47 1.43–1.47
Dichloromethane 3.53 3.48–4.00 —
Ethanol 0.96 1.0–1.08 1.01–1.05
Hexane 4.00 4.2–4.28 4.13–4.26
Methanol 2.26 2.3–3.50 2.21–2.42
Water 2.29 2.30c —
Water (traces in D2O) 1.83 1.90c —

Dimethylsulphoxide 0.74 0.73c —
Formamide 0.51 0.55b —
Octanol 0.16 0.14d —

Literature values are also reported.
a From Ref. [50].
b From Ref. [62].
c From Ref. [55].
d From Ref. [63].
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were in good agreement with literature data. Note that these
substances were chosen for illustrative purpose only.

To complete the range of investigated mobility, we ana-
lyzed a relatively large poly(ethylene oxide) sample (PEO,
Mw 116 kDa) dissolved both in deuterated water and deu-
terated chloroform (about 1.5 g L�1 in both cases). In this
latter case, the temperature was set to 300 K to compare
the results with available literature data, and two spinning
rates were chosen, 3 and 4 kHz (according to Fig. 3).

The PEO self-diffusion coefficients in D2O and CDCl3
were 2.0 ± 0.1 · 10�11 and 3.5 ± 0.1 · 10�11 m2 s�1, respec-
tively, which agreed with available data (2.1 · 10�11 and
3.4 · 10�11 m2 s�1) obtained by conventional liquid-state
NMR diffusion experiments (references [61] and [64],
respectively). While for D2O no significant change was
observed for the measurements performed between 3 and
4 kHz, the increase in spinning rate (from 3 to 4 kHz) led
for CDCl3 to an apparent increase in the self-diffusion coef-
ficient (the latter value being about 40% larger). The corre-
sponding PFG decays are shown in Fig. 5. Note that for
CDCl3 at 3 kHz (Fig. 5b), the first point was systematically
an outliar and was hence removed prior to data fitting,
which explains why only 15 data points are present (instead
of 16). Overall, this figure shows that, even for slowly
diffusing species, satisfactory linear PFG decays could be
achieved.
5. Conclusion

We have shown that self-diffusion coefficients can be
measured in PFG MAS diffusion studies of liquids, both
for fast and slowly diffusing molecules, as long as the rotor
active volume is kept to a minimum. Specifically, a 12 lL
rotor was shown here to be appropriate whereas a 50 lL
rotor was clearly inadequate and led to erratic estimations,
especially for low viscous samples. Spinning rates can be
conveniently set between 3 and 6 kHz, but should not be
higher than 3 or 4 kHz when analyzing slowly diffusing spe-
cies with long diffusion times, especially when these species
are dissolved in low viscous solvents such as CDCl3. There-
fore, care must be taken when calibrating the gradient
strength of a MAS probe by measuring the self-diffusion
coefficient of a spinning substance of known diffusivity,
since false measurements will lead to wrong estimates of



Fig. 5. PFG MAS signal decays obtained at 300 K for a PEO (Mw

116 kDa, 1.5 g L�1) sample on a HR MAS probe with a 12 lL rotor in (a)
D2O and (b) CDCl3, at 4 and 3 kHz, respectively. The diffusion time was
600 ms whereas the gradient pulse duration was 2.0 and 2.2 ms,
respectively.
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the gradient coil constant. In addition, similarly to liquid
state NMR, the accuracy achieved in this work might be
further improved by using other pulse sequences. Note that
no rotor synchronization was performed. Moreover,
because the MAS probe offers an excellent gradient unifor-
mity, MAS diffusion studies allow for an interesting alter-
native to conventional methods used for avoiding
artefacts caused by gradient poor uniformity. Finally, in
addition to providing a method to measure accurate self-
diffusion coefficients of sample-limited mixtures, another
potential application of this work is the possibility to avoid
radiation damping interferences in self-diffusion measure-
ments on high field NMR instruments.
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